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acific Hosts Gospelfest 2006
Peter Neumann leads worship Inside Morris Chapel

Pacific celebrated Black History month this year in the form of Gospelfest, a
free, large-scale gospel concert held in Morris Chapel on Saturday, Feb. 25th.

By Erin Birmingham

News Editor
On February 25th at 6 p.m.
in Morris Chapel Pacific held
Gospelfest in celebration of
Black History Month. The
event was extremely well at
tended. It drew guests from
Stockton, Sacramento and the
Pacific campus.
Guests flooded outside the
Chapel doors in an attempt to

get into the sold out event.People who could not find
a seat stood in order to be a
part of the festivities.
Americans
celebrate
Black History Month every
February in an effort to
bring attention to the con
tributions of African Amer
icans throughout America's
history.
In 1926 what is now

Chapel lights Welcome Saturday's Attendants

Guests filled the pews or Morris Chapel to experience several highly esteemed
Gospel choirs, a po pular Female Gospel recording artist and a Christian minister.

known as Black History
Month was only a week-long
celebration called Negro Ap
preciation Week.
It was founded by a Har
vard scholar named Carter
G. Woodson. Woodson chose
the second week of February
in honor of the birthdays
of pivotal black support
ers Frederick Douglass and
Abraham Lincoln.

Since then it has grown
to the month-long event
that Americans know it to
be today.
Pacific
decided
to
celebrate
Black
History
month this year in the form of
Gospelfest, a free, large-scale
gospel concert. Performers
included The Carnies, Peter
Neumann, Perfected Praise,
and the Stockton Com

munity Choir. This year's
Gospelfest also featured a
special performance by fivetime Bay Area Gospel Acad
emy Award winner, Minister
Debra Q. Henderson, and
a special appearance from
Pacific alumnus Michael
Merriweather.
Continued on pg. 2

Big West Roadtrip

Pacific Students Head South for the Spring
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Pacific students have been keyed up the past couple
of days in anticipation for the upcoming Big West

the trip includes the bus ride and hotel accommodations. The buses will return Sunday, March 12, around
Di
land is across the street for anyone who
^ 5Qth anniversary.
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The festivities will begin early on Friday morning,
For $45 students take a bus to Anaheim and stay in
The fina,
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hotel for 3 nights. Students will take a bus down to
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outhem California to support Pacific Basketball in the
Hochhalter, said "I am really
D jnc(11 A
rg West Tournament
excited for this tournament. It will be a great finish to a
Not only can they cheer on the players, but the road
^ season "
ip is also an opportunity for students to take part in
YhTroad tri wiU be an opportunity for Pacific stuBuse"«!SMarch 9 ,h at 9 pm for Anaheim. Students can take part for only $45. The cost of
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LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING JOB?
GOOD. BECAUSE RED BULL IS
LOOKING FOR A STUDENT BRAND
MANAGER ON YOUR CAMPUS!

To find out more and to apply go to www.redbuilu.com or text the word SBM to 72855
C» 258fttiM Norn

Continued from pg. 1
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through Gospel music and
The Gospel. All of the artists
The Morris Chapel is ded are passionate about spread
icated to providing a location ing the word of God through
for Christian worship, for music and community min
both the Protestant and istry.
Catholic religions.
Gospelfest
took place
All of the performers during Black History Month
inside the beautiful Morris because Gospel music itself
Chapel on Saturday night is a distinctly American kind
gathered to share their faith of religious music that traces

Film: Shop Girl

REPORTED BY PUBLIC
SAFETY
|
WEEKLY REPORT
February 19

to 25, 2006

tae. A$ right*?es«rad.

its roots to African-American
churches of the 1930s.
The event was extremely
well attended and the audi
ence, on their feet, seemec
thuroughly enjoy the eve
nings preceedings.
The night was well or
ganized and executed with
utmost enthusiam and pro
fessionalism.

Mar. 2, 8 p.m.

Career Fair

Pacific Theatre

Mar. 2, 11- 3 p.m.

Women's Climbing Night

Hand Hall Lawn

Mar. 2

Film: North Country

Baun Fitness Center

Mar. 3, 8 p.m.

Pacific Theatre

Women's Leadership Conference

Mar. 4, 8:30 a.m

Pacific Theatre

Film: Real Women Flave Curves

Mar. 4, 8 p.m.

Pacific Theatre

International Women's Day

Mar. 8

Climbing Gone Wild!

Bechtel International Ctr.

Mar Q

Baun Fitness Center

1. THEFT DELTA UPSILON 02/19/06
Victim reports the theft
of her purse while it was
left unattended. The purse
contained the keys to her
vehicle. Officers conducted
•a follow-up and arrested a
subject, who was an invited
guest. The property was re
covered and returned to the
owner.
2. VANDALISM TOWN
HOUSE APTS. 02/21/06
Victim reports that some
one broke the window to
his- vehicle while it was
parked in the parking lot.
This occurred between 10:
20 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
3. REPORT SOUTHWEST
HALL 02/22/06
Victim reports that some
one wrote racial slurs on his
door with ink. Officers took
pictures and a report was
filed with Stockton Police
for followup.
4. VANDALISM N. SER
VICE RD 02/23/06
Victim found the side
window to her vehicle was
broken out during the eve
ning. The suspect removed
the stereo from the dash
board.
5.TRESPASSING
BROOKSIDE
PARKING
02/23/06
6. BURGLARY LOT#4

02/23/06
Victim reports that someone
broke the window to his ve
hicle and removed the sound
system.
7.
SUSPICIOUS INCI
DENT ATHLETICS 02 /24/06
Staff member called to re
port finding the showers all
on when they arrived to work.
It was unknown at the time of
the report the amount of dam
age caused.
8. DISTURBANCE GRACE
COVELL 02/24/06
Resident reports
being
verbally harassed by another
resident. Officers spoke to
both parties.
9.
PUBLIC INTOXICA
TION GRACE COVELL 02/
24/06
Officer made contact with a
subject who was intoxicated.
The officer advised the subject
to stay in his room. The subject
refused and was subsequently
transported to detox.
10.
SUSPICIOUS INCI
DENT GRACE COVELL 02/
25/06Officers met with a subject
who discovered someone had
let the air out of their tire. Sub
ject believed it was a result of
a confrontation they had with
another subject. Officers made
contact with all parties. Report
filed.
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Fear and Loathing on a College Campus
Sesame Street dent to rehab to make right "choiceo"
ing it enough times the word
just becomes random letters
strung together haphazardly
to form an amorphous blob
of text. And then you start to
realize that all words in the
English language make no
real sense. I mean, who ex
actly decided to spell a word
the way it's spelled? Soon
enough, your entire world
will start to crumble around
you because the English
language as you know it has
ceased to exist. That's about
the same time that a study
By MikevVu
some reason in my mind I had break is needed.
Lifestyles Editor
completely forgotten how to
But don't be fooled, the
pronounce it. Ever have that same thing even happens in
I was reading a book the happen to you? If you fixate regards to numbers. How
other day (gasp, college on a word long enough, say many of you remember a
males read books? Sorry it aloud or in your head, the time when you've been star
rellas, Maxim doesn't count) word loses all meaning and ing at a math problem for so
and I came across some just becomes gibberish.
long that when you try to do
thing that for some reason
No,
seriously, try it. basic subtraction without a
stopped me in my tracks. It Choice. Look at it for a little calculator, you just blank.
was a word, and that word bit, and then say it out loud For some reason that little
was, "choice." I don't know a couple of times. Choice. subtraction sign just sits
what exactly it was but for Choice. Choice. Hell, by typ- there and taunts you because

it knows fully well that you
have no idea what to do. All
you have to do is focus on
something until all context is
removed and what you will
be left with is a lot of confu
sion and a headache.
How many of you watched
Sesame Street while grow
ing up? I always wondered
how all of those silly muppets lived on such a clean
and wholesome street that
looked strangely like New
York. Now, I don't know ex
actly what New York looked
like in the 80s (seeing as I
was about 5) but I will tell
you one thing, there were
probably a lot more drugs
and a lot less bat-counting.
But what if Sesame Street
were to actually take place
in New York during the 80s?
Imagine The Count as a drug
dealing kingpin, "Vhat is
that you vannnt? You vannnt
how many ounces of coke?
1..2...3! 3 ounces of blow!"

We all knew Big Bird's large
beak was a gift and a curse.
Mainly a curse. And you all
know Snuffleupagus was
called "Snuffy" for a reason.
Right down the street we
have Cookie Monster, whose
addiction to homemade
chocolate chip cookies and
over-the-counter prescrip
tion pills has made him a
homeless burnout who sits
and asks the muppets who
pass by, "C is for change,
do you have any for me?"
Oscar the Grouch, well, I
think he'd be doing the
same thing he's always done,
living in a garbage can. And
Bert and Ernie? Well, let's
just say they're standing on
the street corner offering
"rubber duckies" for $5 a
pop. I promise you that you
wouldn't want to be walk
ing down this street late at
night.

like your listeners to get out
of the lyrics?"
"The song is about - our
country is hurting people,"
Ween stumbles through the
sentence.
"I can't rest knowing some
other human being is being
hurt" she goes on, picking
up steam now. She then ex
plains that sometimes she
wakes up at night wondering
how many people are getting
injured or killed for no ap
parent reason and that this
is partly the fault of everyone
in this country.
"Seems like a pretty sad
song for being so upbeat," I
say, feeling that the interview
has taken some direction.
"Yeah, a lot of our songs
are based on positive
things... We don't want to
just complain about it, that
would get nothing done."
"That's funny, we are both

writing," as she text mes
sages next to me.
"Yep, that is funny." I said
while trying to put together
the pieces of an informa
tion overload that has just
occurred next door as I sit
in the corner of the gothic
dance club. Five notebook
pages later and I feel like I
summarized the interview
process well enough to re
member it later and she felt
ignored enough to get up
and leave.
Evan Haros, The electron
ics and sitar player, goes on
to explain the start of the
band.
"We didn't know we were
starting a band at the time,
we were just jamming and
recording our finished prod
uct in our house and after a
while we had enough music
for a full album."
The band explains that

Hollencomium Music Reviews
Interview with Viva K

Richmond Hollen
dusic Reviews

"Are you with the band?"
"What? Oh, no," I yell,
my voice barely audible
over the Indian punk rock in
he neo-gothic San Francisco
club, the DNA Lounge.
"Oh, I was just watching
vou and it looked like you
knew them."
"Yeah, yeah I know
them."
The band is directly below
me and at any point you can
get within reaching distance
of the people on stage, when
ust a few minutes before
I had said goodbye to the
band after conducting my
interview. I kept thinking
to myself what the show
would be like if I didn't
"know them."
I scribble quotes frantically as the Los Angeles band

recites their opinion about
pretty much everything.
From their views on the City
of Angels to the war in Iraq
to their '91 Dodge conversion
van "The Timeless Time Trav
eler." Ween Callus, the lead
singer, leans over my shoul
der, reading my scribbles.
"Oh, well, oh, you know
what you're doing." She reas
sures me, although I'm pretty
sure she knows I don't have
a clue.
"Hi, is this Ween?" I ask,
still surprised that I am call
ing her on her personal cell
phone.
"Yeah, hey Richmond." She
says, her voice surprisingly
squeakier than her earthy
toned singing voice.
"Oh, hey, I'm here, where
should we meet?" I reply
sheepishly, hoping that the
band will have some kind of
arrangements set up. They

don't.
"Are you proud to be an
Olympian?"
"What? No, I'm not an
Olympian." I reply back as I
walk down Market St. trying
to kill time before the show.
"But it got you to smile.
You know you're alive when
you smile."
The young homeless man
then serenads me with a
sappy song about love and
angels and, feeling he put in
more effort than is normal, I
give him two dollars.
"Is there any kind of coffee
shop or anything open?" I
ask, feeling I deserve some
thing tangible for my two
dollars and patience.
"No man, you on tha
wrong neighborhood for cof
fee tonight."
"'Does It Matter' is a pretty
politically fueled song, could
you tell me what you would
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HOROSCOPES

The Horoscopes are not completed by a certified Astrologer; they are a humorous addition to this college
publication. The Pacifican does not intend to offend or insult anyone.
it clean in Carter, the rest of you go
wild. Tonight, run around Burns
Tower twice.
Taurus 4/20-5/20
Your desk is a mess and so is
your life. Bring organization with
some file folders and a good hobby,
like camel riding or base jumping.
This will go a long way to add sta
bility to your life. Tonight, pretend
to be Michael Schumacher.

By Dan Cammarono

Astrological analyst

Aquarius 1/20-2/18
What the Hell is in your head?
If you were to ask the stars this
week Aquarius, they would say
cob webs. Go seek out a book at
the library and advance your edu
cation through words. Tonight, be
a little sexy.
Pisces 2/19-3/20
The Rain has visited Pacific
and with it comes feeling of re
dundancy. The weeks go on and
on without end. Go forth and
seek adventure in your life; maybe
you should try skydiving or sushi.
Tonight, put your best suit or dress
on.
Aries 3/21-4/19
Walking though the halls can
bring feelings of anxiousness for
you. Try and bring new life to
your white washed friend with a
pretty poster or sticky note, keep

From MUSIC page 3

their Silverlake, CA house
is one of their main influ
ences on their music and the
"recording studio" for their
self-titled album. The house,
situated on an isolated hill,
sounds like an oasis in the
busy city.
"I don't want to offend
anyone, but L.A. concrete
jungle or cultured society?"
"Both," they recant in
unison. The band goes on
to describe the difference
between a big city smashed
into a small space and Los
Angeles, a city that is spread
out enough to have a "big
but small" feel.
"You could never record
an album in your house in

Gemini 5/21-6/21
Polka-dotted costumes can be
fun most of the year, but during
March it just looks stupid. While
this is true it maybe in your better
interest to wear one around this
Sunday at 4 o'clock. Tonight, have a
little mustard with your sandwich.
Cancer 6/22-7/22
In case you didn't know it's tax
time, or at least it's the time of year
you should be thinking about your
taxes. You should make a list of all
the things you bought for your job
so you can write them off; don't
forget those knee pads! Tonight,
stay safe.
Leo 7/23-8/22
Pacific can be a Gangsta's Para
dise if you look at it the right way,
and this week Leo, you are a Gangsta. Walk with a little swagger as
you go into class, and don't forget,
respect is everything. Tonight, read
your horoscope again.
Virgo 8/23-9/22
Virgo, there is a band out there

New York or Boston, because
you wouldn't have a house."
Ravi explains, "Our band
would have been a fleeting
thought."
"What have been some of
your influences and what are
some modern bands that you
guys listen to?" I say, trying
to be a professional.
"Well, I personally like
electronic music. A mod
ern band I like is Boards of
Canada, and I can't help it
but I also like William Orbit,
Skoda, the bass and guitar
player, says while working
on his second beer. At this
point Ween breaks in, "I like
Boards of Canada as well, but
he doesn't speak for the rest
of the band with the rest of
his choices."

that speaks to you, and the name of
this band is The Judys. Go out and
listen to Guyana Punch as many
times as you can, then analyze it for
future reflection. Tonight, walk tall.
Libra 9/23-10/22
1999 has come and gone, in fact
1999 isn't even a memory for you
anymore. This, however, doesn't
mean you can't party like the song
prescribes. Take it one step further
and party like Prince likes to party.
Tonight, use protection.
Scorpio 10/23-11/ 21
Life is complicated, however
it's not hard if you have the right
tool. When you're out camping a
pocket knife solves many problems,
you must seek out a pocket knife
for life, like a book or cold drink.
Tonight, take dance lessons from
someone.
Sagittarius 11/22-12/21
Sometimes it scares the Stars
how sexy you are. You are the envy
of every sign including Capricorn.
Take this blessing as you should
and spread joy upon the world, it's
your job for the next seven days.
Tonight, don't have too much fun.
Capricorn 12/22-1/19
Look for things that make you
feel at ease, like baking, and if you
can't bake then pay someone to
bake for you. You have no idea how
many friends you can make with
cupcakes, or chocolate covered ba
nanas, regardless of how dirty that
can seem. Tonight, watch a rerun.

The only person that the
whole band could agree
was a serious influence was
George Harrison, who they
say was the inspiration to
their sound. The question
seemed to speak volumes
on the amount of musical di
versity and apparent lack of
direction displayed by both
parties of the interview.
"Great Show!"
"Thanks!" Ravi Dhar, who
was the most energetic dur
ing the show screamed back.
At that point I think we both
realized that there was no
direction or professionalism
here that is usually displayed
with interviews. There was
no music critic present, just
a fan.
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Tiger Profile

8

Biij Ti To
h Marcel Gibson

Staff Writer

Epicenter, Grace. The site
bt madness of yore, slowing
(down of late. Hometown
jot underclass, but one reins
s-preme. In the cat and dog
race, Peg Leg Tones a.k.a.
r:g Tone a.k.a. Poppa Tony, is
like Mafioso at Pacific; just
watching over the business.
Ironically, he majors in
business, trying to run away
with an emphasis in account
ing, from which he hopes to
become the Chief Financial
Officer of a Fortune 500
company, a front for bigger
aspirations. "My dream is
to live in one of those nice,
old Victorian houses, and
raise a family, and have my
kids grow up the way I grew
up, without any problems.
And I want a lot or acres, so
they can have fun on a four
wheeler."
Till then, he's calling Grace
1 East home for now. Known
by those in the "family" as
GC1E Hella Legit, the room
features two couches for the
Good Fellas to lay-back on
while sippin' on Patrony.
"We're all a bunch of good
people who like to have fun.
We're keeping Grace alive.
It's our objective to keep
Grace alive."
For Tony, a typical week

end consist of hanging at the
room, putting on some mu
sic, and having people come
over for some relaxation
while playing video games.
The hallway parties featur
ing "sit-and-chills" until 3:
00 a.m. are always a must
as well.
Born with an undevel
oped foot, the doctors cut il
off, and ever since, Peg Leg
Tones has been a one-legged
badass. "I'm just a happy
person. Even though stuff
has happened to me in the
past, I don't let that stop
me. It doesn't bother me that
much. Only when my leg
is in a lot of pain, and that
hurts a lot. I try not to show
it." His leg is constantly in
pain, and he doesn't take his
prescribed painkillers, be
cause he's badass like that.
"Whenever I have the
opportunity I take off my
leg. I can flip it backwards
and walk with it, but it's
been hurting me a lot lately
so I don't do that. I'll have
someone with a baseball bat
hit it, and scare people. I like
to scare people."
He
hils from Calusa,
California, a small town 1*
hours north, surrounded by
rice fields and orchards. This
little spot in the middle of
nowhere is where Tony grew
up fishing everyday, hunting
every other day. "I have shot
gun shells in my truck right

now just to show how much
of a redneck I am."
So, he claims to be a red
neck, not a Mafioso, who
hunts pheasant, duck, quail,
and pig. But his official red
neck status is put in question
for two reasons. First, he's
not part of the NRA. "They
want me to be in it, but I
haven't paid my dues. So
I'm not in it right now. It's
like 25 bucks, and I don't
feel like paying, but I kept
the card they sent me," Tony
defends.
Second, he hates country
music. "I hate country so
much. I hate it with the fire
of a thousand suns. I think
it's because my mom likes
country, so maybe it's just
a little of a rebellious thing

against that. Whenever I
hear it I get so pissed off.
I punch walls when I hear
country music."
He doesn't know what
band he does like. The music
is more important to him. If
it sounds good, Big Tony will
go with it. But if it's country,
you might wake up at the
bottom of the levee. That,
or be a wise guy about his
Niners.
"I just like to kick back
and watch life pass by. If
there was a porch out there
[at Grace], I'd be out there all
day, in a rocking chair, just
watching people do stuff,"
he explains. "The best part
of life is just watching it go
by."
How'd Pacific get stuck

sort of licorice and anis mix
ture and an amiable waiter
ready to seat you. The room
is small and intimate and
the waiter is all smiles. Once
seated, my friends and I de
cided that ordering would be
a good idea considering that
even the menu states clearly
that at least a twenty minute
wait is to be expected.
The selection is accept
able and not impressive,
though they seem to have
covered most of the basic
dishes offered at any Indian
restaurant. I had the chicken
curry and I was very satisfied
with it.

To be completely honest,
I would not suggest that
anyone sensitive to spice
eat at "San Sars" because
despite their claim that they
can make something without
heavy spice, members of
my dining group found the
spiciness of even the "mild
est" of dishes unacceptable.
I, however, love spicy food
and found my meal to be
delightful.
However, having been
spoiled by many great In
dian places in other cities
my expectations were not
truly met when I saw the
check. The prices are simply

unreasonable. I understand
the quality of spice needed
for this sort of cuisine, but
honestly it just does not seem
right that a simple vegetarian
curry would cost close to ten
dollars.
With that said I feel it is
necessary to introduce some
sort of rating system now
that I have found a restaurant
that I was not completely sat
isfied with.
My approval of a given
establishment will come in
the form of a score from one
belly-rub to five belly rubs
(belly-rubs being a positive
gesture signifying satisfac

holograph by 1

SUCCESS: Tony demonstrates how to get a leg-up in life

with this one-legged Mafia
boss no one really knows,
but for the first time, Big
Tones reveals. "I came to Pa
cific wanting to have a great
experience, and I have had
an awesome experience. The
best parts are my friends (sol
diers). They're great. They're
always there for me."
Still, Tony has a few bones
to pick, not approving of
Mentor or Bon Appetite
amongst other things. "I want
football back. I want this uni
versity to be like what it was
back then, when it was UOP.
I like the stories from then a
lot. And now that it's Pacific,
a lot has changed. It's not
the same. Pacific used to be
just an awesome-awesome
campus."
Whether showing off his
leg tricks, chilling in Grace,
or pretending to be a red
neck, one thing is certain,
Tony is a Tiger with a good
heart, a good head, and a
love for life. He explains,
"It upsets me when people
aren't happy. I like people to
be happy, and I like people to
live life. We're given the gift
of life and everything, and
we have to take advantage
of it. We need to be freespirited. Look around, it's so
beautiful out here."
Tony Madrigal, a Tiger.

The Epicurean Restaurant Review

San Sard
8y Jeff Morgan
Staff Writer

Rich smells of curry and
spices almost sting my nos
trils as I enter the clean yet
humble "San Sars." A scent
like this reminds me of far
off lands, of bazaars in exotic
places, and of holy rivers; but
no this is a scent originating
from the kitchen at one of
Stockton's local Indian food
restaurants.
There is no doorman to
welcome you in fancy tradi
tional Indian garb, but there
is a statue that holds some

tion in my case).
Therefore, I give "San
Sars" four belly-rubs because
of their unreasonable price
and less then captivating
ambiance in the midst of a
satisfactory culinary perfor
mance.
If you have any sugges
tions about good places
to dine please contact The
Pacifican by email and I will
certainly try them out.
4 out of 5 belly-rubs
7610 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA

The Pacifican

"Putting Students First in EverytH
We Do."
Continue to bring excellent entertainment to campus, including concerts?,
big name speakers.
-Make ASuop an inclusive group for the entire student body and v,:• forget who they represent and why.
-Be student advocates, and will be there for any student when a conter.
is expressed.
j-Support student needs and keep students at the forefront of discussi0when approving/supporting any policy.
Continue to work on getting a nation wide bank ATM on campus
to save students money.
-Continue to advocate for weekend
J
hours at the Wellness Center, the
only time students have to take
care of themselves.
«

mm.

"We want you to askj
questions, We want you to feel!
comfortable. We are working
to have a well trained staff i
for ASUOP, to fight apathy,
to have more advertising —
options for clubs. We want
to work with the Greek
Life to decrease their
rivalry, and increase
their unity."

J

Josh]
Vic<

Senator Candidates 200

This year there are five and forth. Senate serves as a
senators on the ballot. Be group of student representa
ing a Senator, you go to tives to administration and
a meeting at 4 pm each other campus organizations,
Monday and communicate git is a great way to get in
with your constituent group volved and let your opinion
to relay information back be heard. We've been able to

make a lot of change through in which they belong.
Senate so it is a good thing to
However,
senators for
get involved in,h said Sandy each school are still needed
Goldberg, a member of the in five schools! Interested
ASuop Election's Commit students can run as write-in
tee. Students can only vote candidates by entering them
for the senator of the school selves online at the voting

site. Candidates fromEdij
tion, Engineering,
SIS or another At-Larj
welcome to run as wri
These students will r
have a 2.5 cumulative 8
and have paid the AS«
fee.

Albert Lee
Senator at large
"I am running because I am
hoping to increase involve
ment in clubs and campus
activities. I hope to increase
both the school morale and
student morale as a whole. I
think being a Senator will be
fun and a good experience."

Katina Sigillo
Pharmacy Senator
"The reason I am running
is to increase the commu
nication between the main
campus and the School of
Pharmacy."

\

"I want to do something for
the school. When you go to
school so many people are
helping you. I want to give
something back and help
other students."

Natalie Tran
Senator at large
"This will be my third year hold
ing this position. If re-elected, my
biggest goal is to create a campuswide, student-run bookfair, where
students can purchase, sell, and
swap their used textbooks di
rectly with their peers in a central
location, at prices they set them
selves."

Sabrina Sutherlai
Conservatory
Senator

"This will be my second®
running and serving as 5
tor for the Conservatoi
think the Conservatory \
lot to offer in creative^
opment for Pacific. Tjj
my biggest accomj
was the Hurrica
Benefit Concert;
to connect ASUOf
Conservatory to rais

March

"The time is now!"
-Do what the students want us to do
-Communicate the needs of the students to those
higher positions
-Decrease the gap between the students, the
government, and the senate
-See more information get to the students by
posting weekly Senate Reports
-Set up an email account as a direct forum
between us and the students that we will
respond to individually

"They can promise chocolate

Ullisonmilk and mpre jump ropes at
3i lent recess if they want. We want
to do whatever the students
want. We want to do what the
students need."

How to VOTE:
Voting is all onlmg this vear on

asuojp.pacific.edu

Polls open online on
Monday March 6 and close Thurs
day March 9 at 5 pm. You can acP<cess the site from anywhere on
off campus; students can
ise any computer to vote.
Any student who has
, paid their ASuop fee is eli
gible to vote. The ASUOP
office is open from 8:30
am to 5 pm, Monday
thru Friday.

Candidate Forum:

hear from your canidates

Thursday, March 2 in the
McCaffrey Center outside
on the stage. The three
presidential
candidates
will be doing question and
answers so that people
can hear what they have

What do you want
in your ASUOP
President and VP?

to say. Students can stop
by and talk to the can
didates. There will also
be a debate. For more
information stop by the
ASUOP office or call at
209-943-2233.

"Working hard so you
don't have to!"

-Strong student voice on campus
-Dedication to an effective student
government
-Advocating for lower tuition rates and
amore on campus apartments
-More late night weekend programing like
Tiger Nights
-Expand the Student Discount Program
-Bring the best entertainment to
Pacific
-Continue to make campus
life better for students on
campus

1;
Jeremiah Wiltron - Fresh
man - Mechanical Engineer
ing - I want someone whc
is not afraid to shake some
cages"

JI J
I •
t »

"funny, involved, and a
sexy social butterfly" - Claire
Ingolia - Freshman - Music
Education

"Democracy is
something that needs
to be re-birthed with
each generation to
ensure we have our
freedoms. We continue
to advocate for a
small campus, to try
and keep some things
Brianna Kerwin - Junioi
constant in order to
Speech Language Patholog)
"enthusiasm, committment
keep the university at
and hard work"
the right size."

HI

Electronic
voting
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Campus living
has benefits

Seven little-known facts
about Univ of the Pacific

Guest Writer

From oecret libraries to ironic alcohol otaohco

By Nick Honsen

It's raining outside, your
apartment is warm, the
heater is going full blast
and you're watching your
'free' cable television. Your
friends, however, are con
serving energy and are all
bundled up and lying on the
couch reading a book. They
can't afford to live the lavish
lifestyle that they used to
when they lived on campus.
The housing department
at Pacific provides many
great amenities that most
people take for granted. But
compare that to people who
live off-campus and look at
the differences. Electricity:
Everything must use elec
tricity. As a part of your 'rent'
you get unlimited electrical
use; sure they say "turn off
the lights when you're not
in your room." But let's face
it, you get free electricity to
ower everything to your
eart's content.
Most students who live
off-campus won't be on
Instant Messenger twentyfour hours a day because
they can't afford it, or they
won't keep their apartments
at 75 degrees all the time
due to the same reason. This
is one of the advantages to
living on campus, electricity
isn't a problem. Cable Tele
vision: The basic cable that
the University offers you is
comparable to a $50 a month
plan through Comcast.
In a recent poll of students
living on campus, a minority
of the students have a tele
vision which can support
a high-definition picture.
Congress has proposed that
by the year 2009 everyone
should have a TV that sup
ports high-definition. For $5
a month, you can get a cable
box from Comcast and have
HDTV in your dorm room
with all the local channels
(903 - NBC, 908 - Fox, 910
- ABC) for example.

E

Just think: American Idol in
high-definition, or the Olym
pics, or March Madness-any
of those are definitely worth
$5 a month. This package
also features 'On Demand/
which allows you to watch
any movie available when
you want. You can start it,
pause it, go to class, come
back and finish viewing the
film. Not bad considering
you've technically already
paid for the basic cable ser
vice.
Internet Access: Included
in your housing contract,
you get internet access. Sure,
if you live anywhere besides
the Townhouses and the Tow
er View apartments you're
limited as to what you can
do. The geeks out there know
what I'm talking about.
Pacific's network has secu
rity policies in place to scan
the files you're downloading.
Also, something you may not
know, the university's Office
of Information Technology
(OIT) keeps logs of every
thing you download, but
they don't have the time to
actively police it.
Keep in mind, if they get
a letter from the RIAA or the
MPAA and it turns out you
did download what they say
you downloaded, be care
ful: you could be facing a
lawsuit. The Townhouses and
Tower View apartments, plus
the three Greek houses that
aren't on the campus network
get Cable modems. Pure free
dom on the internet, but it
comes with drawbacks. You,
the resident, have to provide
your own router and all the
cabling required to connect
you and your room mates
computers to the internet. No
security systems are in place
but you get a year's worth of
cable internet for "free."
Gas and Water: The fresh
man and sophomores that
live in the dorms are con
stantly saying that the 'hot
See CAMPUS page 9

By Kilqore Trout

every exam, internal memo
and such."

Staff Writer

Every college around the
world has their own set of
little-known facts. For in
stance, "the University of
California at San Diego has a
maze of underground steam
tunnels that networks the
school's main buildings and
you can gain access to them
with the proper tools," said
one transfer student who is
now a senior at Pacific. The
University of the Pacific may
be a much smaller school but
is similar in that sense too.
This list is compiled in no
particular order.
Burns Tower: a pretty shell.

Townhouse C Section.
For those of you who have
ventured to the Townhouses,
have you ever wondered
why the C section is the only
section with a gate around it?
Sure it has no use now, since
the fence between B and C
section was torn down. Phi
Delta Theta, a fraternity
that used to dominate this
campus in terms of parties
and fun, lived in the C sec
tion before their house was
built. Remnants of their coat
of armsf can be seen painted
in the southern parking lot
closest to the levee.

The "Bell Tower." Every
morning you hear bells ring
Southwest Hall Has An
"Every college
ing. At noon the bells play a
Elevator. While now defunct
song, but do you ever ques
around the world and locked up behind doors
tion where these bells are?
has their own set and plywood, the eastern
No, you can't, because they
side of Southwest Hall has
don't exist. The Morris Cha
of little-known
an elevator shaft. Now, just
pel doesn't have the space
facts."
like most of the other dorms
to hold the massive bells re
on campus, Southwest Hall
quired to play all the different
fails at complying with the
tones so thus the bell tower is
standards
for people who
actually Burns Tower and the ing has a 'secret' basement
are
disabled.
At one point in
under control of the library.
bells are speakers.
time,
Southwest
could have
It has been rumored that this
moved
a
person
in a wheel
Burns Tower is a Facade. basement contains materials
chair
from
the
ground
floor
Burns tower is one of the which the university doesn't
to each of the upper floors.
highest points in Stockton, want to let anyone check out.
The
alumni
didn't
know
if
and it can be seen from miles
around on a clear day. On these materials were "cop
top sits cell phone^ equip ies of all internal university
See SEVEN page 5
ment which allows you to communication, or copies of

get stellar reception in your
dorm room. But what you
may not know is that behind
the stained glass window is a
giant water tower. And the
tower you know as Burns
Tower is just a facade to
cover it up.

"Secret" basement in the
library. From information
obtained from an alumni, a
friend of his worked for the
head archivist in the library
right before he retired and
said that the education build-

The Pocifican

Lifestyles Editor Mikey Vu defiantly violates the "red cup policy"
(with an empty cup).
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Internet plays increasing
role in elections
with the thousands of fol relying on the limitless space
lowers who flocked to their that the Internet provides in
campaign websites on a daily order to get additional infor
With ASUOP elections basis. John Kerry even made mation about each of them
coming up, the University of history when he became the out to the public.
the Pacific campus is an array first Presidential candidate to
of multi-colored campaign release the name of his Vice
The Internet has also
posters by the candidates, Presidental running mate via transformed how students
advertising their particular e-mail-and hours before the vote. There is now a push to
platform. This is typical this press conference. Both can make Internet-based voting a
time of year, as we draw didates made heavy use of reality. Imagine being able to
close to these annual elec Internet advertising, particu vote for candidates without
tions. But what is not typical larly aiming at the younger ever having to leave home
is the increasing reliance on generation with advertising to head to a polling place.
the Internet for campaign on Myspace.
At Pacific, we do just that: all
ing, both for ASUOP and for
voting is conducted online
The role of technology in at the ASUOP website, http:
national elections.
campaigns is not a dimin / / asuop.pacific.edu /. The
Take for example the Face- ishing trend. For example, benefits of online voting are
book groups. Both Mindy MoveOn.org, the activist that it reduces the cost in pa
Kreitzman and Adam Ellison group, gains much of its per ballots and poll workers
have one. Both were early support from the Internet. do not have to be paid, but
adopters of the technology In fact, even its name (being there are still serious secu
when they ran together last a domain name) idicates that rity concerns which prevent
year, having a Facebook they have some sort of tech online voting from becoming
group and even a website nological component.
an immediate reality on a na
to advertise their candidacy.
tion-wide scale.
This use of technology
This year, both are running
independently and they both has not been ignored at Pa
The Internet has trans
cific, where both Mindy formed our lives, from the
lave Facebook groups.
and Adam gave interviews way we take political sur
Though this trend is fresh to Pacific Perspectives (an veys to how we view election
to Pacific's campus, it is not online newspaper not af results. During the 2004 race,
new. For example, during filiated with the Pacifican) Yahoo! provided an auto
re 2004 Presidential election to be posted on the website matically updating electoral
roth Democrat John Kerry pacificperspectives.com. map showing states won by
and Republican George W. Both candidates capitalized each candidate as the elec
ush heavily used the Inter on the fact that they could tion results became official.
net to contact their base. Both provide interviews that California's Secretary of
used online calendars, blogs, would be far too long for tra State put live election results
and e-mails to communicate ditional print media, instead on his website as well, and
the practice dates back to at
least the 2000 election.

Sy Brandon Savage
Guest Writer

gov

Both John Kerry and George W. Bush utilized the internet in the
2004 presidential election.

With the 2006 midterm
elections pending, it will be
interesting to see the use
of technology as an elec
toral tool, both at Pacific and
around the United States. We
already have campaign web
sites, online lobbying, Inter
net billboards and e-mail net
works. With the possibilities
that the Internet provides for
technological advancement
in the 21st century, we will
see greater amounts of tech
nological involvement in our
democratic process.

CAMPUS from page 8
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water ran out' while they
were taking a shower. If you
live in the Townhouses you
don't have this problem, for
the most part. Your apart
ment is self-sustaining; it's
like living at home. You have
your own water heater and a
pretty much unlimited water
supply. Plus, you also don't
get a water bill or a gas bill
each month.
Sure,
Stockton
water
doesn't taste too great, but
a Brita (TM) water filtration
system and the provided
fridge will help you out in
that regard. Lastly, while
living off-campus provides
you with the ability to 'es
cape' the campus lifestyle,
depending on where you
live, you can't have big par
ties due to local noise restric
tions. Plus, if you walked to
class you first have to drive
to campus, find a spot-which
is often almost nowhere to be
found-then walk to class.
Cost: Resident halls with a
roommate will set you back
nearly $2,175 a semester, in
most cases, this is the same
as living off-campus, but at
Pacific you're locked in to
living on campus for two
years. For juniors and se
niors, the Townhouse Apart
ments and Monagan Hall
Apartments are some of the
most expensive on campus,
tipping nearly $6k a year for
2 to 4 students respectively.
Depending on where you
live, you can find housing
from $450 to $850 a month
per person. Over a 10-month
period, which is about the
length of the average school
year, this can set you back
$4500 to $8500. But you get
the amenities in some cases,
like in-house washer and
dryer, pool and spa, gated
parking area, and a fireplace
which is definitely something
you don't get on campus.
Living
off-campus
is
cheaper, but the drawbacks
and luxuries of living on
campus seemingly out
weigh the costs of living off
campus. It's just easier living
on campus.

Pacific has a red cup poli
cy. Set up this in your mind:
you live in the townhouses,
it's the beginning of the year,
and you don't drink alcohol.
But red cups come at $0:24 a
cup, so it's a cheap beverage
container. Now let's say you
like drinking orange juice.
Then let's say Pacificfs Fin
est are doing their rounds
and they spot you (back to
reality). Their first action is
to approach you and ask you
to pour your drink out. Why,
you ask? You're quickly in
formed that walking around
with a red cup implies that
you're drinking alcohol
outside, which is a violation

Is there a wine celler under
Grace Covell?

of the University's 'closeddoor' policy.
Grace Covell stocks alco
hol. Pacific claims to be a
'closed-door' campus, and
students who live in Grace
Covell have their own stocks
of alcohol; that's known. But
the school is really hiding
gallons of alcohol in their
basement. There are rumors
which have been proven
on many occasions that the
basement was~and may
still be—a wine cellar. In Fall
of 2002 there was an alleged
confirmation of this, when
one student supposedly stole
150 bottles of wine from the
cellar and stored and con
sumed it in his room in Grace
Covell.
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Softball Seniors Lead the Way
Bv Arash Scott Behnom
Sports Editor
Sometimes
a single
loss can trigger and turn
around a season. Although
early in the season, the Pa
cific softball program had
just experienced its first
few hurdles starting with
rivals Fresno State who is
ranked 25 th in the nation
by ESPN /USA today. With
no time to regroup after
tough losses against Fres
no State, the Tigers found
themselves in the thick of
the very tough Wildcat In
vitational.
In order to be the best
you have to beat the
best and the Pacific softball program does not
shy away from anyone,

scheduling one of the most
difficult non-league sched
ules in the nation. Facing
powerhouse Arizona on
their home field, on the last

"We went
into Palm
Springs afraid
of no one."
-Crystal
Peterson
day of the tournament, tired
and losing three of four ear
lier in the tournament, the
Tigers could have just gone
through the motions. Yet
this yearfs Tigers found out
a little bit about themselves

and their character that last
a team. We had energy and Oklahoma. Senior Kristin
day in Arizona thanks in part
fire and each taste of victory Allen was voted Big West
to their seniors.
Player of the week leading
"I don't think we truly only increased the craving,h the Tigers with eight runs
said
Hyams.
knew how great we were un
The
craving was too batted in and two homeruns.
til the last day of the Wildcat
tempting
to pass up in the Allen also picked up a save
tournament when we played
sunny
southern
California in the tournament.
U of A, who is the number
The Tigers have seven
sun
and
the
Tigers
caught
one team in the nation right
freshmen on the team and
fire.
Pacific
went
4-1
beat
now. We played them tough
with only three seniors, lead
and held them to a 1-0 ball ing the 18 th ranked Baylor ership could have been an
Bears,
Long
Island,
Illinoisgame with opportunities to
win. This was a big eye opener Chicago and Kansas. The
See SOFTBALL page 11
for us," said senior third base only loss of the tournament
was
against
10
th
ranked
man Crystal Presson, whose
guidance and brilliant
UNIVERSITY OF THE
glove work has solidified
Don't Let a Missing Unit
the hot corner, making it
Delay Your Big Day!
her domain. "We went
into Palm Springs afraid of
no one. We did a good job
The Spring 2006
of focusing on each game
Extension Catalog is
and not overlooking any
one to get the big games,
HERE and it's ONLINE!
which we may have done
Earn extra academic credit by taking an
a little the weekend
Extension course through the Center for
prior."
Professional & Continuing Education! Choose
With all the big
from a wide array of courses in subjects such as:
names and
ranked
College to Work
Film & Literature
teams at the Palm
Cultural Interests
Mind & Body
Springs Classic it was
Education
Technology
easy for Pacific to get
To view our courses online, or to download your own
lost in all the hype, but
copy of Pacific's Spring 2006 Extension Catalog, visit
this is a team of quick Center for
our website:
learners. "Coming that
close [losing to Arizona Professional
www.paclfjc.edu/cpce
1-0] definitely makes & Continuing
Copies are also available in the Burns Tower Lobby and
you realize that on the Education
in the Pacific Registrars Office in Knoles Hall.
next go around you
can easily come out
on top. Just knowing
that we're so close
boosts
confidence
tremendously. Its a
way better feeling
to be battling amaz
ing teams and being
§1 fh Best available seats!
considered a threat
rather than
going
A vF (Save up to $321
into games expecting
Purchase at the door
a loss,h said senior
Classics V
10 minutes before
Brittany Hyams, who
Thursday, March 2 at 8 p.m.
concert begins
has been a catalyst
Saturday, March 4 at 6 p.m.
Must show Student ID
in the potent Tiger
Audrey Andrist, piano
Atherton
Auditorium
lineup.
on the San Joaquin
Smetana
• Overture to
With
confidence
Delta College
The Bartered Bride
building, the senior
Grieg • Piano Concerto
Peter Jaffe,
motivation took ad
Music Director and
Schumann • Symphony No. 4
vantage of the Palm
Conductor
Concert Sponsor: Dr. & Mrs.f
Springs Classic. gWe
Guest Artist Sponsor: Harry & Carol Zciter & Zeiter Eye Medical Group
Concert Sponsor: Joan & Dino Cortopassi
came together as a
5St Artist Sponsor: E. Urban Ernst Program subject to change
team and put each

PACIFIC

Student Rush tickets
for Stockton Symphony

Photographby Dan Cammarano

Pacific's confidence needs to take
advantage of their recent
sucess in the Palm Springs Classic

rUTl

clCrOSS ciS cl tGcilTl

and made each play as a
team and got each out as

for the Ears!

www.stocktonsymphony.org
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and play tournaments in the
fall, which allows for them to
issue. Presson, Hyams and be new and work things out.
Allen quickly crumpled that But come spring they arenft
notion into the recycle bin the new kids anymore," said
with their performance on Presson. The seniors under
the field and inattentive ap stand that this yearfs fresh
proach. Chemistry starts with man class plays a vital role in
the seniors and this yearfs the success of the team and
Tigers are a close-knit group. have the outmost faith.
"This team is so talented. We
"Pacific softball will have
have all the tools this year: a strong core for the next few
amazing defense, offense, years. As for this year, itfs
and a pitching staff that we great to have the excitement
can rely on. I've never been of the new kids. We mesh re
on a team with this much tal ally well on the field and its
ent and camaraderie. We get been feeling like we've been
along so well on and off the playing together for longer
field it's probably sickening than just this season alone,h
said Hyams.
The sky is the limit and
"We get along with
the senior leadership
so well on and
constantly reminding the
young Tigers about confi
off the field it's dence,
this yearfs team has
probably
the potential to put up a ban
ner in Spanos Center.
sickening to
"We expect to go to post
most people." season
this year! Our top
-Crystal Presson concern is doing the things
along the way to get us there
to most people. We do have down the road. We know that
seven freshmen which is a if we make it to regionals we
huge freshman class, but have the talent to keep going
each of them already has from there,h said Presson.
something to contribute that With this senior approach
we need to be successful. I and talent, this program can
don't think the youth of our turn this year into the year of
team will be an issue. We the Tiger.
From SOFTBALL Page 10

GRAD FAIR 2006
IS COMING

MARCH 21, 22 &23!

PACIFIC BOOKSTORE, 10:00 AM TO 4:00 PM
RINGS
CAP & GOWN
GRAD ANNOUNCEMENTS

Come get all your questions
answered
concerning
your
graduation
and
graduation
products. You will be able to visit
with representatives from the
Alumni Office, the Office of the
University Registrar, and Career
Services as well as order your
University of the Pacific college
ring and pick up your cap and
gown. We will be able to serve all
your needs at one time and in one
place. Some special discounts are
available at the Grad Fair only!

Tel: 209.946.2327 Fax: 209.946.2039
email: bksupacific@bncollege.com

FREE E-FILE
with pa id ta x preparation

11 1 J

WORK WITH

INTEGRITY.

No Cash Needed
Refund Loans
in Minutes

When you're ready to put your knowledge and skills to work in the postgraduation job market, look to California's leading workers' compensation
insurance carrier.

133 Bridge Street
Stockton, CA
(209) 460-0688

You'll find exciting career opportunities at State Fund, plus ongoing ways
to nurture your professional growth—including on-the-job training that
can broaden your skills and improve your advancement potential. You'll
also find an employer with a solid reputation as an ethical corporate citizen
and partner in the community.

V
V

Professional Tax Preparation
Locally Owned and Operated

Get the job that fits your skills today, plus the rewarding career that can meet
your needs tomorrow. Visit www.scif.com/careers or call us at (415) 703-7407.

Visit www.scif.com/careers

State Fund is an equal opportunity employer.

$10 off with student ID!
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Sports Wrap
Media Realtions

Baseball

Sports Calendar

A four-run rally in the fifth
inning, led the Pacifc baseball
Pacific has won 13 of the team to a 4-1 win over Saint
last 16 games to climb into first Mary's on Tuesday, Feb. 28.
place in the Big West... Pacific
The win lifted the Tigers to
defeated Cal State Northridge 10-4 on the season, while Saint
79-51 on Feb. 22 and 70-66 Mary's fell to 6-7 overall.
on Feb. 25 ... The Tigers play
All the scoring in the game
UC Santa Barbara and Cal came in the fifth inning as
Poly tHis week at home, with Saint Mary's scored one run
Saturday's game featuring Se in the top of the fifth inning,
nior Night. The Tigers magic while the Tigers put four on
number is one win in clinch the board in the bottom half
ing itfs third straight Big West of the frame.
Conference regular season
Saint Mary's put the first
Championship.
run on the board on an RBI
single from Orben Frederick.

Basketball

—

Thursday, March 2
Men's Basketball v. UCSB

Alex G. Spanos Center

7:00 PM

Women's Basketball v. UCSB

Santa Barbra

7:00 PM

Men's Tennis v. Washington

Seatle Washington

5:00 PM

Women's Water Polo v. Arizona

Tempe, Arizona

6:00 PM

Men's Volleyball v. IPFW

Fort Wayne, IN

5:30 PM

Alex G. Spanos Center

3:00 PM

San Luis Obispo

4:00 PM

Seatle, Washington

4:00 PM

San Diego

11:00 AM

Long Beach

1:00 PM

Fort Wayne

7:00 PM

Friday, March 3

Saturday, March 4
Men's Basketball v. Cal Poly
Women's Basketball v. Cal Poly
Men's Tennis v. Memphis
Women's Water Polo v. SDSU
Women's Tennis v. Long Beach
Men's Volleyball v. IPFW
Sunday, Feb 26
Women's Tennis v. UCR

Riverside, California

11:00 AM

Monday, Feb 27
Men's Golf: Braveheart Classic

Beau mount, Callifornia

All Day

Pacific starter, senior Luke
Massetti (Modesto, Calif.),
limited the damage to just
one run in the top of the fifth
as he left the bases loaded
by striking out Saint Mary's
Pacific's Baseball team continues
to say hot this season with a strong
series of wins.
(Left) Ramon Glasgow shows off his
compact swing.
(Below) Adam Ching draws the at
tention of the defence with his base
running skills.

number three hitter, Preston season by tossing a seoreles
eighth and ninth.
Young.
The Tigers' offense got go
Men's Tennis
ing in the bottom half of the
Doubles (SDSU wins don
inning as sophomomre Brett
bles
point):
Manning (Boulder, Colo.) was
1)
Jorgen Vestli/Vladini!
hit by a pitch with one out to
Zdravkovic
(PAC) def.
start the Pacific rally. One out
Benedikt
Stronk/Billy
Tint
later, junior Clint Eastman
(Pleasanton, Calif.) dropped a (SDSU), 8-6
2) Christian Groh/Stephan
perfect bunt single down the
Timu
(SDSU) def. Arnar
third base line to put runners
Sigurdsson/Tim
Koniarsls
at first and second. A walk to
(PAC),
8-4
senior Dale Hall (Wenatchee,
3) Markus Dickhardt
Wash.) loaded the bases.
Eugenio
Romero (SDSU) del
That brought leadoff man,
Alan
Kelly/
Austin Kakai
sophomore Adam Ching
(PAC),
8-3
(Rancho Santa Margarita,
Calif.), to the plate. Ching
Singles:
proptly lined
an infield
1)
No. 79 Arnar Sigurdsson
single of the glove of Gaels'
(PAC)
def. No. 99 Markus
starter Corey Madden to
Dickhardt
(SDSU), 6-7, 6-3,
tie the game at 1-1. Senior
7-6
Anthony Jackson (Modesto,
2) Jorgen Vestli (PAC) def.
Calif.) followed with an RBI
Benedikt
Stronk (SDSU), 6-I
single past third to make it 21. The Tigers added two runs 6-3,6-2
3) Stephan Timu (SDSl1)
on an blown popup to claim
def. Vladimir Zdravkovic
a 4-1 lead.
The Pacific bullpen nailed (PAC), 6-3, 6-3
4) Tim Koniarski (PAC)
the victory as sophomore
Jason Haar (San Diego, Ca def. Anthony Gomez (SDSU)
lif.) and junior Curtis Pasma 7-5, 6-2
5) Alan Kelly (PAC) del
(Madera, Calif.) combined on
four scoreless innings of relief Eugenio Romero (SDSU), 64,2-6, 6-1
to secure the victory
6) Robert Sabo (SDSU) def
Massetti (2-1) earned the
win as he allowed one run Austin Kakar (PAC), 6-0,6-2
on six hits and two walks in
five innings, while Pasma
collected this third save of the

